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GLOBAL PRESENCE

in every continent

PAN ASIAN SOURCING
India, China, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Vietnam

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
in textile and apparels

TREND FORECASTING
in house creative team

END TO END SOLUTIONS
Yarn, Fabrics and Apparel

Grupokaybee’s global presence provides a unique network of             
collaboration for our clients.

We have the ability to source fabrics from multiple locations such as 
China, India and Indonesia ensuring cost effectiveness. Grupokaybee         

bridges the gap between buyers and  manufacturers. As a leading     
manufacturer/converter and trading partner, we ensure orders are     

delivered on time and as per the actual required standard. 

Our in-house creative team develops new yarn dyed cads and prints, 
keenly aware of emerging trends, to give clients a further advantage.

Our team also maintains rigorous quality control which is the hallmark 
of our enterprise.

Grupokaybee offers an  integral end to end  one-stop supply solution 
to address every aspect of our client’s requirements: sourcing, quality        

control, logistics and distribution. We provide our client with various       
range of fabrics starting from basic to much higher value added fabrica-

tions, with the tag of quality assurance and on-time delivery.
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History

Grupokaybee Chairman, Kumar  Chand, first visited Japan in 1957 on 
behalf of his family business in India. Impressed by the discipline and 
work ethic of the Japanese, he decided to establish his own business 
in Japan. Today, more than fifty years later, Grupokaybee with a turn 

over of 350 million USD operates from 21 offices in 17 countries with a    
dedicated  work force of over 400 professionals.

Kaybee through Decades
1958-1965                                                                                      

Mr. Chand establishes Grupokaybee in Japan in year 1958.Business 
in early 60s included export out of Japan, primarily to middle-east       

markets.

1965-1975                                                                                    
Grupokaybee extends its operations in Central and South America.        

Grupokaybee taps into vast potential that electronics from Japan      
provided in 70s.

1975-1985                                                                                    
Grupokaybee  establishes itself in various Asian countries, including 

Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore.

1985-2005                                                                                      
Diversified into Fiber, Apparel and Home Decor products, Grupokaybee 

introduces own brand of fabric to Latin American markets.

2005-till now                                                                                      
Grupokaybee continues to grow in diverse product segments, introduces 

own brand of  Tyres, Miyuki and  Steel to its product portfolio.

Vision
Grupokaybee offers its clients and suppliers optimal strategic loca-

tions, an efficient supply chain and wealth of expertise. Grupokaybee is     
committed to providing the best product options at the best prices.
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With the unique advantage of an extensive network of trusted and     
approved suppliers across Asia, we provide seamless sourcing. Our      

in-house product development team meets specific client requirements. 
To create our own designs we are equipped with industrial leading CAD 

softwares. With this we can provide numerous designs to our buyer.

Factory Allocation and Manufacturing Control
We have access to extensive manufacturing facilities for a wide range of         
fabrics. The production process is executed and controlled by a team of 

experienced professionals and industry specialists that have  an intimate 
understanding of client needs.

Order Management
The status of orders, shipping and product development is tracked on a 
daily basis to ensure progress is as planned and information is provided 

to clients, constantly, to update them on the execution of their orders.

Technical Support and Quality Assurance
We follow a rigorous quality management system according to the       

client specification. A dedicated quality control and technical team works 
closely with manufacturing factories. The international AQL standards 

are strictly followed throughout the process, starting from factory evalu-
ation to final inspection.

Logistics
Our customers benefit from our decades of expertise in providing end 
to end logistics solutions for the movement and distribution of goods 

as well as handling complex export documentation. We pass on to our 
clients the economies of scale derived from our global operations pro-

viding efficient, smooth and economical logistics. 
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Innovative Design and Development

Our presence in several countries gives us a unique opportunity to learn 
from best practices of several brands and suppliers. Our fabric divsion 

works closely with our partners to give our clients the advantage of 
constant availability of fashion fabrics. This enables our Design team to 

create multiple options for Product development keeping in mind market 
trends and customer-specific requirements.                                  

Quality
Our dedicated  quality control team works closely with manufacturing                  

partners. We follow AQL quality standards from evaluation to final       
inspection to ensure quality is maintained at every stage. Critically, we 

educate our manufacturing partners to believe as we do, that,  “Quality    
is the result of high intention, sincere effort, intelligent direction and 

skillful execution”.

Cost Optimization
We are dedicated to strategic sourcing, cost effective manufacturing 

and optimal pricing. We are able to offer competitive prices due to cost      
effectiveness at every stage of the process.

Healthy Working Environment
We practice responsible sourcing. Our manufacturing facilities adhere to 

labor norms, including no child labor. Products are delivered from safe 
and hygiene environs.
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Career-Casual
A range of rich cottons and blends suitable for office and casual wear 

compromising of yarn dyed and piece dyed fabrics.                                  

Essentials
A must have for all ages and seasons. It includes a big array of       

polyesters, cottons and blends.

Fabrizio
A vast range of suiting fabrics from simple polyesters to high end Italian 

collection in various blends.

Horizon
A collection of impressive, timeless denims for all ages in different 

weights.

Miyuki
It comprises a variety of printed fabrics on different grounds being used 

as popular fabrics and also for making garments for some of the most 
exquisite brands of the world.

Seruchi Knits
An eclectic range of knitted fabrics ranging from classic cotton to rich 

blends in all popular counts and weights.O
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ASIA
BANGLADESH
Dhaka

CHINA
Shanghai, Shaoxing

JAPAN
Osaka

INDIA
Delhi NCR

INDONESIA
Jakarta, Bandung

SINGAPORE
Singapore

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh
  

AFRICA
GHANA
Accra
  

AMERICAS
ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires

BRAZIL
Sao Paolo

MEXICO
Mexico City

PERU
Lima
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